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Limbo: Areas of the Phrame often used for storing 
unused cubes or cubes in play. This is the top and 
bottom two rows. 
Play Area: Players may agree before game if they 
want to include Limbo area in Play Area. When 
playing on a table, Limbo isn’t generally needed so 
you can extend game play into Limbo if you like. 
When playing on a wall, players can agree to use 
a row of Limbo as Play Area once space has been 
cleared. 

Draft to Limbo: Many games require you to pick 
letters or words before play. Simply take turns 
with your opponent strategically picking cubes 
and placing in Limbo. The above photo shows a 
completed Draft for LetterPhrame. 
Illegal Words: Names/abbreviations are illegal in 
word creation games. 
Play Time: It’s up to you how long a game goes. 
Finish a game in under 5 minutes by using a 15 
second timer (not included). Play a game over weeks 
if you each occasionally make a move as you walk 
by. Or just go at whatever pace suits you. 

4-In-A-Row Competitive   
Not sure where to start? Try this first! 
This is a more advanced version of Tic-Tac-Toe. 
Place all cubes in Limbo. Use black cubes and black 
chess cubes as one side, and clear cubes and clear 
chess cubes for other side. Take turns filling up the 
GamePhrame. The first person to get 4 cubes in a 
row horizontally, diagonally or vertically wins.  
White wins: 

StackPhrame Competitive

This is very similar to 4-In-A-Row, but you must start 
at the bottom row. Take turns stacking cubes on top 
of each other in columns. The first person to get 4 
in a row (horizontally, vertically or diagonally) wins. 
White wins: 

LetterPhrame Competitive   Try this Second! 
This is a race to get rid of letters by spelling words. 
Start with the letter side of all cubes facing you. 
Draft all cubes, placing in Limbo. Whoever chooses 
the Q letter goes first. Place cubes in the grid, 
spelling the longest word possible. Each player must 
spell a new word that somehow intersects existing 
words, horizontally or vertically. Keep taking turns 
until one of you is either unable to spell anything or 
runs out of letters. The first person who runs out of 
letters wins. If one person is unable to spell anything 
but has letters remaining, the other person gets one 
more turn. After that, count up who has the fewest 
remaining letters and that person is the winner.  
In this game player on left wins as she has no letters 
left and player on right has 5 letters. It was played 
on a table so players agreed to use Limbo as extra 
Play Area. 

SearchPhrame Competitive

This is a word search. Start by taking turns placing 
cubes letter-side up in the checkerboard. Once 
all cubes are placed, agree on a time limit (e.g., 5 
minutes). Each player must write all the words they 
see. Each cube may only be used once in a word, 
and the letters must be connected horizontally, 
vertically or diagonally. Once finished, count all the 
words you’ve created. Award points based on word 
length.  3 letters = 3 points, 4 letters = 4 points, 
etc. Player with most points wins. For increased 
difficulty, require words be a minimum of 4, 5 or 6 
letters. To quickly shuffle to a new game, each player 
scrambles 10 letters.  
Score 3 points for TIN, 4 points for POUT, 6 points 
for POUTED:

GrabPhrame Competitive

Set up like SearchPhrame, but each player takes 
turns placing multiple letters in Limbo to spell single 
words. You can add new letters at any location in 
Limbo, making existing words longer, but players are 
not allowed to move the order of Limbo letters once 
placed. Once all letters are used, player with the 
most letters in Limbo wins. Illegal Words cause an 
automatic loss.

MadGrabPhrame Competitive

Same as GrabPhrame but fast! There are no turns. 
After setup, say “3, 2, 1, GO!” and then rush to pick 
out letters and spell words, placing the letters in 
your Limbo as quickly as you can.  

SquabblePhrame Fun   Try this Third!
Take turns writing short insults and judgments about 
your opponent. Start at the top and use one row 
each. 
Sample SquabblePhrame between this author and friend. 

Player 1

Player 2

Player 1

Player 2 etc

MessagePhrame Fun

Write messages to other people who will walk by 
using Word and Letter Cubes. 

PoetryPhrame Fun

This is all about self-expression. Use the words, 
letters and chess pieces to write poetry. The words 
don’t have to go in a straight line. Be profound! 

StoryPhrame Fun

Make up a story! Place all words in a grid in the 
Checkerboard. Remove the first word and use that in 
the first sentence of your story. Take turns removing 
a word and adding a sentence to the story. You may 
choose words at random or go in order. When you 
have removed all the words, your story is complete!  
Starting point for StoryPhrame:  

SentencePhrame Competitive

Draft all words and place in Limbo. Take turns 
writing the longest sentences possible, intersecting 
with existing sentences. Write in Caveman, where 
grammar isn’t important. The sentences just have 
to make sense. Opponent may challenge player if 
sentence seems particularly strange. If player can’t 
explain their sentence, they must re-write it. The 
player with the most cubes at end of play loses. But 
the sentences you make along the way are probably 
the real point. 
See PoetryPhrame photo for sample game. 

HaikuPhrame Competitive

Draft words to Limbo. Take turns coming up with 3 
line poetry that follows the standard 5/7/5 syllable 
haiku pattern. If a player makes a haiku that 
doesn’t make sense, the other player can challenge. 
The player must explain with a straight face the 
profound wisdom of the haiku. Inability to do so 
forfeits the haiku and the turn. Player with most 
haikus wins, and most profound haiku wins in a tie. 

CustomPhrame  Competitive or Fun

Notice how there are 16 Cubes with blank sides? 
Take a dry erase marker (not included) and use them 
to come up with your own game. Or add words 
or people’s names to augment other games. Or 
become a Developer and come up with a new game 
that uses the cubes in a whole new way!  

Chess Competitive

Use Checkerboard in center of GamePhrame.  

Checkers Competitive

Use the solid black and solid clear sides to play. To 
King a checker, use king chess cube. Checkers start:

Become a GamePhrame Developer
Have your own idea for a game? Visit us at 
GamePhrame.com. We offer blank cubes that you 
can write on with a dry or wet erase marker. Invent 
your own game and submit rules and photos to our 
site. If the GamePhrame community likes your idea, 
we’ll produce it in a GamePhrame Expansion Pack! 
You’ll get a free GamePhrame and $100. 

More games! 
Visit our site to see the latest games you can play 
with your GamePhrame. Plus, we plan on releasing 
new cubes for additional games you can play, 
including role-playing games, fortunetelling, and 
more. 

Education Edition
Coming Soon This will feature new cubes with lots 
of numbers, math symbols, and sentence structure 
(verb, noun, etc). This will be useful in teaching 
young students the basics of math and writing. Visit 
our site for information on classroom discounts. 
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General Tips:
When playing on a table, it’s much easier to sit side-by-side so that the 
board and all pieces are facing upright for all players. 
For games played over days, track turns by placing a face cube on the far 
right side in Limbo for the side whose turn it is. 
For easy reference, affix this mini-poster on wall behind GamePhrame so it 
is hidden when cabinet is on wall, or affix on the back of GamePhrame. 


